
NCS, Holography and Uniqueness of events.

Holography  is based  on  the  fact  that  the  entropy  of  a  black  hole (BH) scales  like  the surface  area. 
Furthermore, it is supposed that the data within  BH are preserved in its horizon (a spherical surface, with 
certain properties, surrounding BH) as a result of a kind of projection.
If we consider the simplest model of radical projection of any point in a discrete spacetime (fig.1), where a 
new data point can be accommodated when a quantum of area is formed to horizon, then we have to use 
coprime numbers' theory. 

According to this, two integers x and y are coprime if and only if  the point with coordinates (x,y) in a 
Cartesian coordination system (CCS) is “visible” from the origin (0,0), in the sense that is no point with 
integer coordinates between  the origin and (x,y). This statement is true for any coordination system that 
makes use of spacetime coordinates (not angles). In other word, it says that a point is unique if its radial  
projection results to a unique projection data point (or a unique projection direction). It is obvious that all 
the coordinates in a discrete system are integers if we use quantum as unit.

For example let us consider two points – events of a CCS 2D surface (fig.2). Let us suppose that X 1 and Y1 

are integers and the radial projection of P(X1,Y1) is D. If D is the projection of only point’s P then the integers 
X1 and Y1 are coprime. If these two numbers X1=n1*Xk and Y1=n1*Yk (XK=quantum of X, and YK=quantum of 
Y) are not coprime then there will be at least another point  P2(X2,Y2)  (with X2=n2*Xk and Y2=n2*Yk)(n1,n2 

integers), that its projection D2 will coincide with D1 . Hence, points – events P1 and P2  would not be uniques 
(their data points(D1 and D5) would not differ or part of their information has been lost). When we use the 
axes X (space), Y (space) and t (time) we are dealing with 2D spacetime and the procedure is the same but  



our figure is in 3D and the projection screen is a spherical surface instead of circle. Although, it is seen that 
Cartesian  coordination system (CCS) can not accommodate  holography's  model  (as a simple projector 
procedure), this is not the case for NCS (Natural Coordination System) where for example 2D spacetime is 
represented on a 2D surface. If we accept as origin O(0,0,0) the geometrical “point” that is the middle of the 
line  between  the  real  point  P0(0,0,0)  and  its  neighbor  conjugated  virtual  point  P'0(0,0,0)  (Fig.3),  it  is 
evidence that ALL points - events (real and virtual) are “visible” from this common origin O(0,0,0); except 
the ones that are on the direction that combines the two points P0 and P'0 (from which the origin(0,0,0) was 
determined). On this direction (P0 – P'0) the point - event (of SuE) was, is and will be at different times, in 
other words this direction is the Time Line of SuE (System under Examination) (where X=Y). Hence, every 
SuE has its own NCS according to which ALL other points – events (real and virtual) can be represented by 
holography (the simple radial projection procedure) on any horizon (spherical surface of any radius but as 
center the origin  O(0,0,0)).  Mentionless  to  say  that  only  the direction  of  Time Line of  the  NCS varies 
according to SuE and not the origin O(0,0,0).

All the above are true in any 3D spacetime as well, but their optical confirmation, for readers, needs stereo  
models of the manifold and this can not be shown by a 2D figure (essay's fig. 9).
In order a coordination system to have the ability to accommodate holographic properties it  has to be 
consisted by at least two sub-systems in order its actual common origin O(0,0,...) to differ from the partial 
origins of its parts.
In this post ,we showed another amazing property of NCS as a further indication that this coordination  
system has, the ability to accommodate a variety of “reality” models (e.g. holography) that CCS (or any 
other coordination system offered up to now) fundamentally is unable to host.
NCS's apparent complexity reduces dramatically as we depart from the “common” way of thinking through 
CCS.  The exploration of its possibilities by developing appropriate mathematical methods – procedures are 
open to the public as it is an overweight task for a chemist (without the mathematical background needed).
In other words, an open invitation to “free thinking” - “open minded” scientific community for a promising  
collaboration on fundamentals of fundamentals.
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